
 

 

Alternative ways to play The Goose Game 

The direct way 
The version is about traveling through Europe from England to Portugal. The first patrol to get through 

Europe, wins. Use the map where the route is already defined. The version is god for competition and 

participation around 10-20 scouts. 

 
Visit minimum 5 centers  
In this version the game master decides how many centers the scouts will be visiting. The map for this game 

is the official map at The Goose Network webpage. Opposite from “The direct way” there is no direct route. 

The map is made like a real map where countries and centers are connects through more ways. The goal in 

this version is to visit the amount of centers defined on forehand by the game master. The version is 

focusing on the patrols individual, why more patrols can play at the same time – but without the 

competition element from “The direct way”. 

 
Fill out your passport 
The version with a passport is god for many scouts playing at the same time. The game master defines a 

central spot where the participants can see a map with all the centers they can visit, and where the 

activities are situated. When a patrol has chosen an activity, it will be locked for other patrols, until the 

patrol returns from the activity. When a patrol has visited an activity, the patrol will get their passport 

signed at the activity. The aim of the activity is to visit as many centers as possible, in order to fill out their 

passport. Out of people? Use the clickers from orienteering race. 

 
Stereotypes 
In the version with stereotypes, the centers are divided into 8 activity areas, in order to have less places to 

visit. The activities are different from the original game, why the aim is not to get to know the activities, but 

to learn about culture and stereotypes from each area. The version is suitable in for example races with 

activities. In Denmark it is normal to send the scouts on a race in the evening or night, where this activity is 

suitable as well.  

 
The Goose Network – Song and Game Contest 
This version is a mix of Goose Game and Eurovision Song Contest. The participants will get the information 

that there is problems in The Goose Network, which they have to solve by having a jointed song competition 

– like Eurovision Song Contest. The participants draws a center and a Eurovision song that they have to 

represent and perform. After the drawing the patrols gets time to prepare their performance before the 

final show starts. In the show the patrols are performing and gets points by judges. The activity is excellent 

for an different campfire and takes with preparations (for the patrols) 3 hours. 

 

The Olympic Goose Game 
The patrols are competing against each other in activities from The Goose Network. The activity is 

functioning the best, if there is an even number of participating patrols – for example 8 patrols with 6 scouts 

in each patrol. The patrols are divided into 2 groups, with 4 patrols in each group. The patrols are competing 

against each patrol from the group one time. The 2 patrols with most victories are going to the A-semifinals 

and the 2 patrols with fewest victories are going to the B-semifinals. Now there will be found a winner. 



 

 

 


